APPENDIX #1

Drawings

CS  Coversheet
MD1  7th Floor Unisex Restroom
MD2  7th Floor Interlocking Doors
MD3  10th Floor Interlocking Doors @ Lobby
MD4  11th Floor Interlocking Doors
MD5  10th Floor Demo Plan
MD6  10th Floor Proposed Plan

(Drawings posted separately)
COMMUNITY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
801 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
- PHILADELPHIA FIRE CODE, 2018
- PHILADELPHIA PERFORMANCE CODE, 2018 INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE CODE
- 2009 ICC A117.1
- PHILADELPHIA BUILDING CODE, 2018 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE
- PHILADELPHIA CODE FOR CONSERVATION
- PHILADELPHIA CODE FOR CONSTRUCTION
- PHILADELPHIA PERFORMANCE CODE, 2018 INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE CODE
- PHILADELPHIA FIRE CODE, 2018
- PLUMBING CODE FOR B USE: SHOWERS ARE NOT REQUIRED PER TABLE 403.1

EXCEPTION: WHEN CORRIDORS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO BE RATED PER IBC;
- MORE THAN 50' ABOVE OR BELOW THE LOWEST LEVEL OF FIRE STORY, CORRIDOR RATING PERMITTED TO BE REDUCED PER IBC;

7TH FLOOR OCCUPANT LOAD AND USE ARE EXISTING TO REMAIN UN-CHANGED. ALL RESTROOMS ON THIS FLOOR SERVE A SINGLE TENANT. THE EXISTING MEN'S AND WOMEN'S RESTROOMS PROVIDED IN THE BUILDING CORE

THE STORY SHALL BE PER IPC BASED ON INCREASED OCCUPANT LOAD.

809.1 MINIMUM FIXTURES: WHERE THE OCCUPANCY LOAD OF THE PLUMBING IBC.

TOILET FIXTURES REQUIRED PER IBC ALL EXISTING FIXTURES STAY.

SECTION 702: INTERIOR FINISHES MUST COMPLY WITH IBC - CHAPTER 8

ELIMINATION OF ANY DOOR OR WINDOW, RECONFIGURATION OR ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT. MUST COMPLY WITH CHAPTER 7 AND 8.
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CONCRETE AND MASONRY CONSTRUCTION. THE REMAINING FLOORS ARE CONSTRUCTED CORRIDOR

50' WITH NFPA 13 THROUGHOUT ENTIRE BUILDING (NEWLY CONSTRUCTED CORRIDOR)

CORRIDOR)

EJ 5 ROOM NUMBER SHEET ON WHICH ELEVATION APPEARS

E.J. 1/FLOOR

C.P. 2/FLOOR

C.M.U. 3/FLOOR

P.LAM. 4/FLOOR

C.F. 5/FLOOR

A3 6/FLOOR

H.D. 7/FLOOR

H.T. 8/FLOOR
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